
HOW TO WRITE A RESUME ON WORD 2013

Word and Word Online offer a variety of templates, much like PowerPoint templates, that you can install and use for a
variety of purposes.

I can get a couple hundred I can look for. If I was offline I get about a dozen or so resumes, here online I can
get the full power of Office. Templates in general especially in resumes, templates have what we call control
content. Use bold fonts and bullet points judiciously so that your resume is easy to digest. Ctrl is the shortcut.
And it gives me several options I can use. I want to keep that bold text but if I chose the option -- Keep text
only, it strips out all formatting. After pasting old text, it might look funny, or not formatted correctly. Some
people use Format Painter. If you look up here we have boxes for street address, telephone, email. Also down
here in the experience area we have this. And just cut and paste this objective. I want to go over here and
Merge Formatting, and there, it keeps the bold and also makes the text look proper for this template. Look up
words in the thesaurus Most people submit resumes online these days, but there are still reasons why you need
a paper resume. And it populates with my name. This will allow us to use more of the page, which is very
important for a resume. A lot of times people just want to update a resume with a different look. Check out
these free resume tips from some of the best schools that make up the Ivy League. The contacts backup
process should be similar for other clients. That would be stupid. So let me click Ctrl. Instead, use this guide to
create a template that can act as a foundation for any job you might want to apply for. The specifics will vary
depending on the country you live in and the field you work in, but generally anyone reading your resume will
be looking to see your full name, an email address, a contact telephone number, and your physical address.
You should use the same one throughout the resume to keep things consistent, unless you want to use a
complementary font to distinguish your contact information from the other sections. Now notice this last line I
have some bold text in it. And it opens up Paste options. That just gives you some structure to the template,
you can delete those if you want. Now some of these look good. Go through the various section titles and
make them stand out.


